Dear Sir/Madam, We have incorporated to our manuscript the revisions suggested by the reviewers. In particular, following recommendations from reviewer 1: 1) we have taken care of the incorrect quotation marks throughout the manuscript.
2) we have modified the figure 2-a on page 25 so as to incorporate a white frame to guide the eye over the zoomed region (2-b).
3) the symbol for degrees, as in "37ºC", was been correctly inserted in the "methods" section.
We hope that we addressed all the concrete requests from reviewers. As for the suggestion to take other substrates into account in a further study, this is indeed something we are planning to do, time permitting. We definitely feel that many phenomena reported in our paper are intriguing and would be worth the time and effort of undertaking more experiments.
Finally, we would like to thank the reviewers for their positive comments, which we really appreciated. 
Supplemental information
This section contains data and information that is referred to in the main text but was kept out because of space limitations. Here, we thus qualitatively discuss phenomena that have been introduced in the main text and provide figures to illustrate such phenomena. These supporting figures are referenced by order of appearance in the main text, not by order of appearance in the following supplemental information.
We first consider the case of MT solutions obtained by dilution in BRB80 and used on hydrophobic substrates for experiments on droplet drying. In this situation, we systematically obtained droplets with a small radius (about 1mm) and a pinned contact line, regardless of the nature of the substrate (HOPG being the notable exception, as described in the main text). The resulting deposits were homogenously stained by rhodamine ( Fig. S1 -a) and contained crystals that were visible even by brighfield ( Fig.   S1 -c). Interestingly, these films could be imaged by polarized light microscopy ( Fig This situation can be contrasted with the results obtained when using solutions of MTs diluted in water on hydrophobic substrates (HOPG excepted) for droplet drying. In this situation, we obtained films where many sheaf structures were present. These structures had various sizes that seemed to follow a radial distribution ( Fig. S4-a) . This distribution is most likely the consequence of the evaporation dynamics across the drying droplet that may tamper with both sheaf formation (by inducing concentration gradients of species in solution) and sheaf movement. Indeed, some sheaves can be seen as soon as the droplet has been deposited, meaning that they are subject to capillary flow, which may thus propel them across the substrate. The sheaves present a typical shape depicted in Fig. S4 In a different experimental setting, solutions of MTs diluted in distilled water and blotted on HOPG produced fairly large crystals (often several hundreds of microns long, as
shown by the arrow in Fig. S3-a) . Although the nature of these crystals cannot be ascertained, their size is comparable to the supra-molecular assembly described in Fig. 4 of the main text. This suggests that they could have MTs at their core. Interestingly, the zones in-between these crystals turned out to be rich in multi-layer structures mostly composed of individual MTs, as described in the main text and illustrated by Fig. S3 .
Finally, we report on the use of spin-coating for producing combed MTs. As noted in the main text, the deposition patterns obtained by this method were not very reproducible.
However, spin-coating was found to efficiently comb MTs over large areas, as illustrated in Fig. S2 , altough MT density was found to be strongly dependant on the area observed.
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